
How to structure a session:

RBT Resources: Session Structure

Identify # of lessons and total time in your session. Give yourself goals. 
For example if there are 10 lessons to be run in a 2 hour session by the end of hour 1 RBT
should have completed 5 lessons. 

Update your session note as often as possible, check in at least every 30 minutes
Write your session notes when clients are engaged in independent play, engaging with a
reinforcer, going to the bathroom or eating a snack
Utilize timers on tablet to go off every hour to re-evaluate basic mand goals, lesson progress,
and session note progress 
Plan ahead: Review the NET/mand lessons of your client and think of 2-3 games or activities
that will assist you with capturing and contriving opportunities based on client motivation

If you have a locations lesson you can contrive a scavenger hunt across the house with
hidden treasures in various locations, you can contrive an obstacle course going through
various locations, contrive a egg hunt, role play family to go to grocery store, dentist, library,
etc. 

Tips & Tricks for Time Management:

Arrive at session, begin session on Skills, observe client’s initial response to RBT arrival.
Identify potential preferences or reinforcers for the day to begin pairing with the client prior to
running formal lessons.
Gather materials for all lessons DTT/NET
At this time RBT can begin to collect mand data and start capturing and contriving mand
opportunities as based on the client's response and motivation.

Session Start: 

Run initial lessons with client 
Insert clinical status session note within the first 15 minutes
Review client’s program on tablet (NET-exemplars, NET-activity sheets, DTT) and identify which
program to run first
Review lesson notes from your supervisor, review data and identify prompt hierarchy from the
previous session
Choose one of the following depending on client: gather items for preference assessment,
identify toys/actions/words to deliver as reinforcement, identify play schemes to target NET
lessons
Run the identified lesson, take data, update lesson notes in Skills for the next RBT on the case
or for yourself next session (MT 2x80, RR 2x80, etc.) 
Update session note for client’s response in notes on tablet after every lesson completed

15 minutes into Session:



RBT Resources: Session Structure

At least half of the lessons and half of the mand rate goal should be completed and achieved at
this point of your session 
Re-evaluate remaining time, remaining lessons, mand rate, and session note progress

Halfway Through Session: 

Engage your client in a highly preferred activity and notify guardians that you will begin writing
your note
Complete your session note by adding in any last minute details (i.e. mand and behavior data) 
Clean up! 

Input session note in Central Reach and convert your session 
End your session in Skills

15 minutes before end of Session:

End of Session: 


